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“Do you remember the time when people were proud of what they did? Everything made by hand? Our collection undertakes a
remarkable selection of historic high performance racing airplanes and racecars, covering some of stunning models of the past
Century. Unlikely to be repeated, our limited editions represents once in a lifetime opportunity to proudly hold and play with
these legends on wings and wheels.”

t

he desire to perform an item for more detailed and realistic
scale forced us to come up with a RC racing models powered
by small two or four stroke gasoline engines. No matter if it’s
an racing airplane, a racecar or even a race-boat once our
goal is the same; scratch manufactured masterpieces configured as
RTR (ready to run). Each model is a radio-controlled keeping top
quality and performance in mind with the same stamina of the real
ones, the fascinating speed racing machines of the Past-Century. For a
better accuracy and good looking we use the same materials and
construction techniques used by remarkable craftsmen and
coachbuilders of a bygone era; Probably the major difference you will
spot is in scale.
The RC model concept is not new at all but the way we adopt and use
it with ancestral knowledge is. Every single piece is handmade also is
the technics applied; the steel welded frames, the handy panel beating,
etc.

“Truly and deeply with the Montcraft we intend more than a moving
scaled and mechanical masterpiece. Intentionally we want homage some
forgotten creative ancestral masters who lived in the past-century
without the complex technologies were the expertise knowledge of some
people and adventured spirits of others shaped fearless engineers and
craftsmen able to design and forge a new way that change the entire
humankind destiny and decidedly more than been well succeed they left
us a priceless and a stunning legacy. What they done, it’s just remarkable!

The same we are trying doing, replaying the history and not writing a
fairytale, even if for awhile, you consider our models magical. If so even
better!
By shame some stunning racing models have been forgotten during the
last decades, others by disgrace went been lost forever and some of few,
thankfully has been rescued and recovered were can be found around the
world in Museums or in Individual Collections keeping in safe and
preserved such mechanical pieces of history. Meanwhile every single one
has the same common point; - none can be touched or even driving by you.
Is here where we come up, once only few people can afford to reach one of
this extremely rare and expensive full-scale specimens in auctions, our
rule is manufacturing racing models to be stand in your home podium.
Even our own original spices probably will get a special place as well.
Whatever you could choose definitely what we do is not a toy at all, do not
be fooled by the size; what you will hold is a running radio-controlled
model like you never experienced before allowing you relive the golden age
of speed & racers.
Each of our racing models is a living beast filled up with lots of
individuality, soul and character. None is equal to other, but in every
single one, soon the engine is fired-up, you will listen a loud and anxious
breathing of a rushed metal “cheetah” ready to run. The power of our
models is literally at your fingertips waiting to be brought to life!”
Santos Mont – FOUDER & MODELLER
(Montcraft, Vintage Racers)

We are honored to invite you to explore our official web page. Hope you will like this short visit as much we are enjoying manufacturing these
scale racing models for you! As a friendly client once said; - “are you thinking on going to race? go classy!”. Ladies and Gents start up your engines
and enjoy your ride!
www.montcraft.com
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